The Friends
of Alex (FOA)
Celebrate
His 80th

Professor Alex Keynan, has, for four decades, served Israeli and international science
policy in more capacities than one can name: Chairman of Israel’s National Council
for R&D, a Vice President for Research and Pro-Rector of the Hebrew University,
a a Visiting Professor at the Sloan-Kettering Institute and Rockefeller University, a
a member of the prestigious Pugwash Conference, Pugwash Council and two WHO
Global Advisory Committees…the list goes on and on. Alex’s latest book on “Scientific
Cooperation and State Conflict,” which explores the roles scientists can and have
played in mitigating international belligerence, was favorably reviewed in Nature by
John Ziman, who rightly called Alex the recognized “doyen of such studies.”
For the last decade, Alex has served as a Special Advisor to the President of the Israel
Academy of Sciences and Humanities, where he was a major force in helping establish
the Israel Science Foundation (ISF), a new Focal Initiative in Research in Science
and Technology (FIRST), and a series of influential science policy meetings, publications
and Batsheva de Rothschild seminars. In fact, for the last 40 years, few major Israeli
science policy initiatives have gotten started without Alex’s sage advice or gentle
prodding. Yet, for the last 30 years, he has spent every summer at the Marine Biological
Laboratory at Woods Hole, Massachusetts, teaching and doing research…and making
yet more international contacts as Israeli science’s unofficial Ambassador-at-Large.
Despite his quiet unassuming manner, Alex, with his contagious smile and trademark
crimson sweater, is also perhaps Israeli science’s most avid and best-known “peopleperson.” An inveterate traveler, he continues to pursue his lifelong twin passions of
Biology and Science Policy on several continents (he once simultaneously did research
in Microbiology at MIT and Public Policy at Harvard). Still, he never loses sight of
the scientists behind the science, interviewing, inspiring, learning from, teaching or
just enjoying them. Many of his best-known reports and initiatives follow an unorthodox
method that is typically “Alex”: first you sit down and talk one-on-one with 50-60
particularly knowledgeable, broad-minded people…
Alex’s list of friends and admirers reads like a multi-volume Who’s Who of international
scientific leadership. This year, on the occasion of his 80th birthday, the Israel Academy
of Sciences and Humanities held a formal reception and workshop on “Science Policy
in Israel” in his honor. One speaker noted that all senior Israeli scientists now active
in science policy and administration were proud to be full-time members of a special
international fellowship, “The Friends of Alex (FOA).” Another speaker, considering
all the people Alex has influenced, directly or indirectly, in his long career, added,
“We’re all really Friends of Alex!”
Their remarkable zest for life unabated. Alex and his wife, Malka, Secretary
of the Batsheva de Rothschild Foundation, are now spending a sabbatical
at the Rockefeller University…after, of course, their annual summer
pilgrimage to the Woods Hole chapter of the FOA.

Israel Academy Official Honored
Prof. Ruth Arnon, the Israel Academy’s Chairperson for the Sciences (1995-2001) has received the 2001 Israel
Prize for her many important contributions to immunological research. She has recently been appointed as the
national Advisor on Science and Technology to Israel’s President. She was also recently appointed to the European
Research Advisory Board, which advises the European Union on RTD policy. She is currently the incumbent of
the prestigious Paul Ehrlich Chair of Immunology at the Weizmann Institute of Science.
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Research Note:

Brain Connections Unexpectedly Diverse
Every nerve cell (neuron) receives numerous incoming electrical
signals via a bushy “forest” of electrically sensitive filaments called
dendrites. It processes this information and then sends an integrated
outgoing signal along its long, straight axon to the dendrites of the
next neurons in its signaling pathway. This last step involves the
transmission of neurotransmitter chemicals across special gap-junctions
(synapses) that both separate and connect the axonal ends of one
neuron to the dendrites of the next neurons in line. This simple model
has been radically revised by recent work by Weizmann Institute
researchers Profs. Misha Tsodyks, Henry Markram and their
colleagues.
In a groundbreaking series of theoretical and neurophysiological
studies, reported in J. Physiology (1999), Science (2000), J.
Neuroscience (2000) and other prestigious international journals,
they find that synapses do not simply transmit each incoming electrical
signal (action potential, AP) equally. Rather they react differently
to specific patterns of AP’s and their transmissions reflect prior AP
activity. In the researchers’ more realistic computer model of a
network of neurons linked by activity-dependent synapses, AP activity
spontaneously organized itself into highly synchronized bursts,
resembling activity-gated reflexes found in nature. Another model,
in which the probability of neurotransmitter release at a synapse,
depended on whether the transmitting neuron had spiked recently
(100 msec. or less) before or after the receiving one, readily matched
neurophysiological observations and demonstrated a form of synaptic
“learning.”
More surprisingly, the researchers’ careful multi-neuron study of the pyramidal neurons (PN) and interneurons (IN) of
the brain’s neocortex, revealed that even synapses using the same neurotransmitter (e.g., GABA) can come in several quite
distinct types, and that the same neuron may use more than one type of synapse. Indeed, the same axon often makes quite
different connections to different cells, in a cell-cell (PN-PN, PN-IN, etc.) specific manner. That is, cortical neurons can
and do simultaneously transmit several quite different messages at once! This crucial aspect of the brain’s circuitry was
missed in previous neurophysiological studies of individual neurons or neuron pairs.
The accompanying computer-processed, photomicrograph-based reconstruction shows a pyramidal neuron (red) and its
presumed synapses, with two interneurons (yellow and white). For simplicity, only the axon projections of the transmitting
pyramidal neuron and the cell bodies and dendrites of the receiving their neurons are shown. When the red pyramidal
neuron is electrically stimulated as shown in the bottom oscilloscope trace, the electrical activity of the white interneuron
is facilitated, while that of the “yellow” interneuron in depressed.
In all, Israeli researchers find eight electrophysiologically distinct subclasses of interneurons which use three distinct types
of GABA synapses. Combining this with observed anatomical/morphological variations, gives 14 distinct cell types (each
anatomical class has only a few types of electrophysiological subclasses). Each subtype of interneuron makes only one
specific type of connection (synapse) to a pyramidal neuron, and presumably vice versa. The type of synapse to be formed
is apparently “negotiated” by the neurons on each side.
Finally, all GABA (but not glutamate) synapses of the same type display similar time-pattern behavior for all the possible
neuron combinations using that synapse type. That is, such neurons form “GABA groups” with similar dynamics (since
a single IN cell can have several different types of GABA synapes it can belong to more than one group). All PN cells,
and some IN cells, in layers II-IV of the brain’s neocortex are expected to be in the same GABA group. Such groups
represent the most elementary, functionally related groups of neurons known in the neocortex.
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